2018 Results deep dive – Information Technology
Topic 1: Decision Support Services
Introduction
The IT Department is leading efforts to make City data more readily available internally and externally.
•

Internally, IT is leading an effort to develop an internal enterprise data warehouse (called The
Analytics Hub) that integrates data from multiple City departments. The goal is to make it easier
for City staff to access the data they need to do their jobs – within their own department or
across departments.

•

Externally, IT manages the Open Data Portal by helping City departments post their data and
ensuring open datasets are refreshed regularly. The goal of this effort is to make it easier to
provide data to the public.

One key challenge IT faces is that department participation in the Analytics Hub and Open Data Portal is
voluntary. Because of this, participation is uneven within and across departments, and datasets are
prioritized based on which departments are willing to share their data rather than how frequently they
are requested.
Discussion questions
1. Is the City’s goal to get to a point where data from all departments is available internally (on the
Analytics Hub) and externally (on the Open Data Portal)? If so, what will it take to get there?
a. Each City department considers itself to be the owner of its data. They are deciding what
data goes into The Analytics Hub.
b. The emphasis on sharing data is not universal. Many departments control access to their
data because of concerns about privacy, security, and how the data may be interpreted.
2. What is the goal of open data, who are our target audiences, and what are the best methods to
present data to the varied audiences?
a. The public would like free, easy access to understandable data. Theme from the 2018
Community Connections Conference: “The community should have access to timely data
and information, and it should be easy to access and freely available to anyone. In terms of
resources and tools, the City should leverage technology to help the community search/sift
data.”
b. While the Open Data Portal is a home for raw data files, many residents tend to prefer data
in context. Interactive visualizations have a significantly higher number of views than the
open data portal page for the same data set. However, efforts to visualize Open Data sets
are currently based in IT rather than in the departments, which adds to IT’s workload.
c. While many cities offer open data portals, each city organizes its data differently and
provides different levels of detail. However, national models to measure transparency do
exist, such as the U.S. City Open Data Census from the Sunlight Foundation and Open
Knowledge International. (http://us-cities.survey.okfn.org/about/) The City’s current score
on the Open Data Census is 39%.
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Source: http://us-cities.survey.okfn.org/place/minneapolis
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Topic 2: Infrastructure Services
Introduction
When City employees experience errors with City software, or other technology isn’t working as it
should, they call the IT Service Desk to help fix it. Each contact is tracked as an incident.
Incidents are a normal aspect of technology use, and in fact, IT staff are encouraged to create incidents
so work can be better understood for strategic decision-making. However, increases in certain types of
incidents, like break-fix incidents, can require a large amount of IT staff time.
1. How can IT help decrease the volume of repetitive incidents, like access and permissions?
a. While the total number of IT incidents varies by month, there has been a general upward
trend. IT staff contribute to the increase as incidents are created to track work.
b. Access and permissions account for the largest number of incidents in recent years. 80% of
access and permissions incidents were due to passwords or getting locked out of accounts
(representing 1/3 of total incident volume).
c. Actions IT is taking to help decrease the volume of repetitive incidents:
i. Better preparing for new technology by ensuring IT projects have improved change
management and training plans.
ii. Anticipating special and seasonal events – being proactive.
iii. Supporting and equipping department staff with more tools to choose from for the
task at hand.
iv. Working to keep systems aligned (e.g. O365 and Office 2016).
v. Increasing self-service.
vi. Better communicating changes to department staff.
vii. Better communicating the need for departments to consult with IT when making
technology decisions (which may cause unintended problems).

2. How can IT help to proactively address issues contributing to the break-fix workload?
a. Break-fix incidents were the second highest incident category, amounting to 26% of all IT
incidents in recent years. The main drivers of break-fix incidents over the past several years
have been the Enterprise Land Management System (ELMS) launch and Outlook.
i. The ELMS launch in November 2016 resulted in 700 incidents in 2017 (13% of the
2017 break-fix total); and 92 incidents in the first half of 2018 (3% of the 2018
break-fix total).
ii. Break-fix incidents related to Outlook have remained relatively consistent since
2016 (6.5% of the 2017 break-fix total). The City has complex integrations that
require significant testing when the City adopts new versions of Office. As a result,
the City is not a first adopter of new releases.
iii. City employees have experienced Outlook mail send/receive errors, due to
incompatibility of Office 2010 and O365. The current rollout of Office 2016, which
will be complete in August, will address these errors.
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Example of how new system can impact infrastructure costs and incidents
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